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In this article, we review the PET neuroimaging literature, which indicates peculiarities of brain networks
involved in speech restoration after cochlear implantation. We consider data on implanted patients
during stimulation as well as during resting state, which indicates basic long-term reorganisation of
brain functional architecture. On the basis of our analysis of neuroimaging literature and considering our
own studies, we indicate that auditory recovery in deaf patients after cochlear implantation partly relies
on visual cues. The brain develops mechanisms of audio-visual integration as a strategy to achieve high
levels of speech recognition. It turns out that this neuroimaging evidence is in line with behavioural
ﬁndings of better audiovisual integration in these patients. Thus, strong visually and audio-visually based
rehabilitation during the ﬁrst months after cochlear implantation would signiﬁcantly improve and fasten
the functional recovery of speech intelligibility and other auditory functions in these patients. We provide perspectives for further neuroimaging studies in cochlear implanted patients, which would help
understand brain organisation to restore auditory cognitive processing in the implanted patients and
would potentially suggest novel approaches for their rehabilitation.
This article is part of a Special Issue entitled <Lasker Award>.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Role of brain plasticity after cochlear implantation
The evolution of cochlear implants (CI) during the last 30 years
has led to a considerable success in the functional rehabilitation of
deaf (Blamey et al., 2013; Moller, 2006); modern cochlear implants
allow deaf patients to understand spoken speech and in some cases
even to listen to music. As CI technology is improving and safer
surgical techniques are being implemented, indications for
cochlear implantation are being extended (Deggouj et al., 2007).
The standard indication remains postlingually deaf adult but more
and more attention is being paid to the beneﬁt of cochlear implantation in young children of 1e2 years or even less, in adults
with residual hearing and even in prelingually deaf adults.
Permanent growth in the number of cochlear implantations all
over the world posits the problem of the physiological explanation
of the neural mechanisms underlying the impressive
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improvements in hearing after cochlear implantation. It is known
that during the ﬁrst months after implantation hearing remains
poor, perceived sounds remain largely indecipherable (Tyler et al.,
1997). Only with time, in several months after implantation, patients reach a satisfactory level of understanding speech and
discrimination environmental sounds. Keeping in mind that sensory input provided by the implant remains unchanged, it is clear
that mechanisms of brain reorganization after cochlear implantation play a major role in auditory improvement.
Of importance, the comparatively short-term adaptive plasticity corresponding to the re-activation of the auditory system
by the implant occurs on the basis of a preceding long-term
adaptive plasticity induced by the long period of hearing loss.
Given the strong importance of visual cues in normal speech
processing as well as during hearing loss (Bernstein et al., 2000,
2001; Rouger et al., 2007; Strelnikov et al., 2009), the adaptive
cross-modal plasticity implicating visual and visuo-auditory
brain areas will become of crucial importance in speech
comprehension recovery. Thus, studies of brain plasticity after
cochlear implantation may help clarify an important mechanism
of functional rehabilitation. The CerCo laboratory and the ENT
department of the Toulouse hospital have developed a long-term
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collaboration to assess the role of brain plasticity for the recovery
of auditory function with an emphasis on neuronal mechanism
supporting a speciﬁc visuo-auditory synergy (Barone and
Deguine, 2011). The present review will summarize this work
in light of other studies that have explored how the deafened
brain adapts to electrically-induced auditory stimulation. Along
with their fundamental value, these studies may guide the
elaboration of novel and more efﬁcient approaches for functional
training of the implanted patients.
2. Peculiarities of the neuroimaging approach
Functional neuroimaging in human refers to a class of noninvasive techniques that aim to measure various correlates of
neural activity: PET (positron emission tomography), fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging), EEG (electroencephalography)
and MEG (magnetoencephalography). According to the measured
correlates of neural activity, these techniques can be divided into
the following groups: metabolic (PET with labelled glucose etc.),
haemodynamic (PET with labelled water, fMRI, fNIRS) and electrophysiological (EEG, MEG). Either of them can provide information for the neural activity during a resting condition and with a
certain cognitive load.
Due to the artefacts caused by the implant, EEG recordings are
highly contaminated and should be interpreted with caution
(Debener et al., 2008). The internal implant contains a magnet,
which holds the external sound processor coil in place. When
placed in the gradient ﬁeld of MRI scanner, this magnet can cause a
huge artefact in the resulting image (Crane et al., 2010). Besides, in
cochlear implants, the signal is transmitted from the external
microphone to the implanted receiver through radio-frequency
waves, a conﬁguration that can be distorted by the gradient ﬁeld
and cause deleterious interactions with radio-frequency excitation
pulses in MRI. In consequence, though some of today cochlear
implants being switched off are MRI compatible for clinical purposes, it prevents the implant from being used with auditory
stimulation and such studies are realised with PET scan. PET scan
allows the usage of fully functional implants like in everyday life,
which activate auditory pathways in the most physiological way
including the free ﬁeld sound perception. Even if fMRI-compatible
implants were available, the problem of the very intense noise in
fMRI would remain, while in PET the noise of the camera is quite
low so that in most cases the interference of noise with stimulation
during PET studies is negligible. On the other hand, functional nearinfrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) represents a recent non-invasive
neuroimaging method as, similarly to fMRI, it relies on changes in
blood haemoglobin concentrations that can be associated with
neural activity. Such a method, which is safe to use repeatedly and
which has no interference with cochlear implant devices, may
represent a novel perspective for the studies of the brain after
cochlear implantation (Pollonini et al., 2014; Sevy et al., 2010)
especially in children.
According to statistical recommendations for neuroimaging, the
full-brain analysis requires a correction for multiple dependent
comparisons (Friston, 2003). However, this correction under some
circumstances may lead to the absence of signiﬁcant activations
(e.g., small number of subjects, great variability of neural responses,
some peculiarities of the experimental paradigm like passive
listening or too subtle cognitive contrasts). In this case, results
presented at non-corrected level of signiﬁcance may be also of a
certain interest but they should be considered with some caution
depending on neuropsychological plausibility and should be
referred to as tendencies. Further discussion concerning the balance between speciﬁcity and sensitivity in neuroimaging studies
can be obtained in recent study (Bennett et al., 2009).
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3. Studies of the resting state
The resting state activity of the brain is also referred to as
defaultemode activity (Mazoyer et al., 2001; Raichle and Snyder,
2007). It is known that the task-related energy changes of the
brain are relatively small compared to the basal level of energy
turnover at rest (Fiser et al., 2004; Giove et al., 2003; Kenet et al.,
2003). High brain activity at rest may serve to monitor the current status of the individual relative to the environment (Raichle
and Mintun, 2006; Raichle and Snyder, 2007). By predicting the
common possible states of the environment, the brain is able to
track any deviance of the real incoming information from the
predicted patterns (Strelnikov, 2007). In this view, resting activity
might represent the intrinsic functional organization of the brain
with internal representations and behavioural patterns (Gusnard
and Raichle, 2001; Raichle and Snyder, 2007), which is important
for adaptation to the permanent and predictable conditions of the
environment.
Pioneer studies on brain activity at rest have revealed abnormal
metabolic levels in the deprived primary sensory areas (Deggouj
et al., 1995; Veraart et al., 1990; Wanet-Defalque et al., 1988)
reﬂecting the appropriation by the remaining sensory modalities
(Lee et al., 2001, 2007b). Similarly, resting-state activity in CI patients at rest reﬂects the long-term plasticity of the brain after
deafness and cochlear implantation. In early studies at rest, Ito et al.
(Ito et al., 1993) demonstrated reduced glucose metabolism in the
auditory cortex after the long-term deafness, which was restored to
near-normal levels in experienced patients with CI.
In children, the glucose metabolism increased after CI (relative
to that before CI) in several brain regions including the bilateral
ventral posteromedial thalamic regions, the left cuneus, the right
lingual gyrus (interpreted as parts of the visual network) and the
posterior cingulate gyrus, which is the directed attention centre
(Conte et al., 2008). Compared to normal hearing adults, extensive
hypermetabolic regions were also found in the visual network: in
the occipito-parietal regions bilaterally and in the posterior medial
part of the left lingual gyrus. On the contrary, hypometabolic regions included bilaterally the thalamus, brain stem, cingulate gyrus
and inferior prefrontal regions possibly involved in linguistic
functions (Kang et al., 2004). It is noteworthy that the activity level
of brain areas assessed before implantation could be a reliable
prognosis of the level of auditory recovery after cochlear implantation. Indeed, children who respond best to cochlear implantation
are those with the highest resting-state metabolism in the linguistic network (Broca area, the left dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex
and the left angular gyrus), prior to implantation (Giraud and Lee,
2007). Interestingly, the level of activity observed in the deprived
primary auditory cortex does not allow estimating the outcomes of
the implantation. On the opposite, the keys areas necessary for the
good auditory recovery are located outside the low levels auditory
areas and concern mainly the prefrontal regions but also of the
occipital visual areas. However, it remained unclear whether this
was related to deafness plasticity, which should be present shortly
after the implantation.
In our study performed in post-lingual deaf patients, we questioned how resting state can be modulated by the progressive
experience with the implant (Strelnikov et al., 2010). We presented
evidence that at rest, compared to normal hearing subjects,
cochlear implanted deaf patients show speciﬁc regions of lower or
higher activity. These brain regions correspond to the known
reorganized network involved in speech comprehension after
cochlear implantation (Giraud et al., 2000; Green et al., 2008).
Shortly after implantation, CI subjects showed a relative increase of
cerebral blood ﬂow in the visual cortex and in the posterior temporal areas, which are related to speech analysis. A relative signal
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decrease was observed in the superior temporal auditory cortex
and Broca area. Importantly, there was an increment of activity in
these areas from the time of activation of the implant to about a
year after implantation. All of these areas are involved in several
aspects of speech processing including speech perceived through
the visual channel. Thus, we might suggest that their reorganization at rest reﬂects the adaptive pre-wiring of the brain needed for
optimal speech perception after implantation. The increase of activity in the superior temporal auditory cortex and Broca area are
related to the restored auditory perception through the implant. An
increase of activity in the visual cortex and in the posterior temporal area, known as the center of audiovisual integration, indicates
an increase of the usage of long-term audiovisual strategies in
experienced CI patients. As this activity depends upon experience
with cochlear implants, we propose that it reﬂects cortical plasticity induced by the strategy for speech comprehension. This
plasticity is developed progressively by the patients who combine
visual and auditory speech cues.
4. Unilateral implantation and hemispheric asymmetry
In post-lingually deaf adult CI users, high progress of speech
recovery is observed during the ﬁrst year after cochlear implantation, but there is a large range of variability in the CI outcomes and
the temporal evolution of recovery (Lazard et al., 2012; Rouger
et al., 2007; UKCISG, 2004). Further, some aspects of speech
perception remain difﬁcult including speech understanding in
noise, voice identiﬁcation, and prosody recognition; these difﬁculties can be related to the limitations of current cochlear implants
(Gfeller et al., 2002; Peng et al., 2009). However some auditory
deﬁcits are probably due to the fact that in a majority of cases only a
unilateral implantation is performed in bilaterally deaf patients
(Aggarwal and Green, 2012). In consequence, the rehabilitated
patients could be considered as unilateral deaf patients. Indeed,
these patients present most of the deﬁciencies associated to the
unilateral deafness such as poor localization of sounds in space or
high vulnerability of speech understanding in noisy situations.
Further, it has been proposed that the side of the implanted ear can
impact the post-lingual deafness-induced reorganization because
of the specialization of the left hemispheric capacities in language
processing (Lazard et al., 2012). Indeed, there are evidences that
cortical plasticity affects differently the right and left hemispheres
after unilateral deafness (Hanss et al., 2009); such phenomena also
concern visual reorganization induced by profound deafness
(Sandmann et al., 2012).
Early studies have addressed the question of response asymmetry in the auditory cortex after unilateral implantation (Naito
et al., 1995). During stimulation with noise, mean regional cerebral blood ﬂow (rCBF) increase was signiﬁcantly greater in the
primary auditory area on the side contralateral to the implant than
on the ipsilateral side. However, no contralateral lateralization was
observed for speech stimulation thus far. On the other hand, in the
study of Wong et al. (Wong et al., 1999) the implanted in the right
ear subjects showed more extended foci of activations in the right
superior and middle temporal regions though not compared
directly with controls. This was demonstrated in word-silence and
sentence-silence contrasts. In the implanted to the right ear patients during word perception shortly after implantation, Ito et al.
(Ito et al., 2004) observed a tendency for higher activation in the
posterior middle temporal region bilaterally, but also lower activation in the auditory cortex bilaterally as compared to controls
(p < 0.001, uncorrected).
As no convincing effects were found for the laterality of implantation, most of the studies were done in a mixed group of
patients with unilateral cochlear implants (uCI). These studies

using different speech stimulation demonstrated that though there
is deactivation in the auditory cortex compared with controls, the
surrounding associative temporal cortex can elicit compensatory
over-activation. The compensatory nature of these over-activations
is clear because in well performing uCI users, activations were
signiﬁcantly stronger than in poorly performing ones in the associative auditory cortex but not in the primary auditory cortex (Fujiki
et al., 2000; Green et al., 2005, 2008). During sentence processing in
a Naito et al. (2000) observed a tendency for higher activation as
compared with normal controls bilaterally in the associative temporal cortices. Surprisingly enough, they also reported a tendency
for over-activation in Broca area and its right hemisphere homologue (p < 0.01, uncorrected for multiple comparison). As could be
expected, postlingually implanted subjects showed more activation
in the Wernicke area than prelingually implanted ones (Okazawa
et al., 1996).
Bilaterally implanted patients demonstrate better performance
in recognition of words and phrases both in quiet and in noise
(Dunn et al., 2008; Ricketts et al., 2006). Besides, comprehension
scores are higher in the bilateral listening condition compared with
the scores for the better ear alone (Mosnier et al., 2009; Tyler et al.,
2007). Bilaterally implanted subjects are also better than unilateral
implant users in sound-direction identiﬁcation (Neuman et al.,
2007). Based on these behavioural differences between uni- and
bilateral implantations, we analysed whether brain activity after
bilateral implantation is closer to normal or represents a speciﬁc
compensatory network. Comparing the effects of bilateral and
unilateral stimulation in patients with bilateral implants
(Strelnikov et al., 2011), we observed no over-activation in patients
for binaural stimulation, with a hypo-activation in the right temporal cortex. Thus, binaural stimulation through cochlear implants
can be considered at the neurofunctional level as advantageous
compared to the monaural because the pattern of brain activity is
closer to normal-hearing controls. A similar conclusion of a beneﬁt
in bilateral cochlear implantation has been made in patients when
discriminating human voice (Coez et al., 2013). However, in bilaterally implanted patients, in situations of monaural stimulation,
and compared with monaurally stimulated controls, patients
demonstrated more activation contralaterally to the stimulation
side in the posterior temporal cortex and in the cerebellum. Such
differences have been interpreted as reﬂecting higher cognitive or
attentional load in this speciﬁc and “unnatural” condition for the
patients (Strelnikov et al., 2011). In consequence, when comparing
to NHS, the patterns of brain activity are different in uni- and
bilaterally implanted patients. Indeed, brain reorganisation after
bilateral cochlear implantation is rather global involving complex
relations in a distributed neural network across the cortex. Some
authors suggested that the differences between unilateral CI patients in speech processing are partly related to the compensation
mechanisms for monaurality in patients (Aggarwal and Green,
2012) in addition to different strategies developed by the patients
to process speech involving more phonological processing (Giraud
et al., 2001a; Ito et al., 2004).
5. Brain plasticity and audiovisual integration of speech
The nature of speech is multisensory. Indeed, visual information
can improve speech intelligibility, especially when presented
simultaneously with a noisy or degraded acoustic signal (Benoit
et al., 1994; Grant and Braida, 1991; MacLeod and Summerﬁeld,
1987; Ross et al., 2007; Sumby and Pollack, 1954; Summerﬁeld,
1979). Moreover, visual information is also useful for speech
detection and intelligibility even when acoustic information is
perfectly clear (Arnold and Hill, 2001; Campbell, 2008; Reisberg
et al., 1987). Thus, the role of audiovisual interaction in speech
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processing is crucial to understand functional plasticity during
deafness and recovery.
During the partial restoration of audition by cochlear implants,
visual counterpart of speech helps decipher auditory information
and ﬁnally increases the capacities for auditory discrimination
(Barone and Deguine, 2011). Such visuo-auditory synergy is also
observed at the neuro-functional level in CI users, in which, after
implantation, there is a progressive increase of activation in the
visual areas induced by auditory stimulations (Giraud et al., 2001b).
Further, a positive correlation between activations of the associative auditory and visual cortices was found both for noises and
meaningful (speech and environmental) sounds. However, the
correlation was signiﬁcantly greater for the meaningful sounds
compared to that observed for noises, which might suggest a link
with mental imaging. The authors also found a positive correlation
of the lip-reading scores with the activation of the visual cortex
(right cuneus). Thus, visual activity of the brain is involved in
speech processing after implantation.
Importantly, audiovisual brain plasticity occurs already in deaf
patients before implantation. During deafness, visual speech processing induces a colonisation of auditory areas by visual functions:
activations in auditory areas have also been found during speechreading (Lee et al., 2007a; MacSweeney et al., 2002) and in sign
language perception (Nishimura et al., 1999; Petitto et al., 2000).
This colonization may be a neural underpinning of the capacity of
deaf people to have higher speech-reading performance than normally hearing subjects (Bernstein et al., 2000, 2001; Rouger et al.,
2007; Strelnikov et al., 2009).
Thus, it appears that visual processing is closely related to the
functional reorganization that occurs in the auditory cortex
during deafness. This challenges the question whether there is a
deleterious effect of visual speech processing on the capacity of
deaf patients to recover auditory speech comprehension after
cochlear implantation. In pre-lingual deaf patients, it has been
established that the colonization of the auditory areas by visual
functions proscribes a restoration of auditory speech processing
(Lee et al., 2001). Further, in postlingual CI patients vision can be
deleterious for non-speech (Champoux et al., 2009; Doucet et al.,
2006) or during incongruent or ambiguous audiovisual conditions (Rouger et al., 2008). However, in post-lingually deaf CI
patients we provided evidence against the deleterious role of
visual activity. We showed that the activity in the occipital cortex
involved in visual processing presents a crucial positive predictive capacity for auditory recovery in CI patients (Strelnikov et al.,
2013). In this study, we correlated brain activity at the time of
implantation with auditory speech comprehension scores at
about 6 months post-implantation. We observed that visual activity was the most strongly correlated with auditory recuperation independently of the type of stimulation and even at rest.
This is due to the crucial positive inﬂuence of the visual modality
on the efﬁciency of auditory speech comprehension in CI patients
(Rouger et al., 2007; Strelnikov et al., 2008) reﬂecting intramodal
compensation mechanisms (see (Doucet et al., 2006). This study
of the prognosis of CI outcomes based on brain activity also
revealed an activity in superior temporal sulcus (STS), which was
negatively correlated with speech comprehension scores later in
time. In inexperienced CI patients (Rouger et al., 2012), speech
reading induced high activity in this auditory area known to be
involved in processing human voice stimuli (temporal voicesensitive areas-TVA (Belin et al., 2000). Later, in experienced CI
patients this activity level decreased approaching the level in
controls (Rouger et al., 2012). Thus, this voice-speciﬁc area in STS
is likely to be colonised by visual functions and the high level of
this colonisation may interfere with auditory recuperation after
implantation. On the contrary, activity level elicited in Broca's
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area in inexperienced CI patients were abnormally low and
increased in experienced CI patients being the highest in controls.
In another study, Broca area was also activated as an effect of
time post-implantation but only in CI listeners with postlingual
hearing loss (Petersen et al., 2013).
Thus, a decrease of activity in the voice-sensitive areas in
experienced CI patients is accompanied by the increase of speech
processing in Broca area (Fig. 1). During deafness, the voice-speciﬁc
temporal areas through cross-modal reorganization are reallocated
to face processing as a support to speech-related visual strategy in
deaf patients. After cochlear implantation, compensatory visual
activity in these areas is gradually replaced by the normal voicerelated activity. In parallel, there is a progressive restoration of
the visuo-audio-motor speech processing loop with a crucial role of
Broca area. These results are particularly in agreement with current
theoretical approach attempting to link perception and action in an
integrated framework (Basirat et al., 2012). Speech gestures are
considered as motor coordination shaped by motor-to-sensory interactions suggesting that the perceptual and motor repertoires are
developed in an interdependent way (Schwartz, 2010). This is
already established in view of the strong consequences for the joint
development of speech production and perception in deaf subjects
(Menard et al., 2007).
As pointed previously, both behavioural (Arnold and Hill, 2001;
Campbell, 2008; Reisberg et al., 1987) and brain imaging studies
have demonstrated the beneﬁts obtained from multisensory
interaction including speech processing. Such interaction evolves
progressively as long as the patients recover auditory functions. We
have shown that cochlear implant users develop a strong visuoauditory perceptive strategy for speech intelligibility (Rouger
et al., 2007). This adaptive mechanism develops during the ﬁrst
three months post-implantation before being stabilized. Indeed, in
a study comparing audiovisually presented words with separate
auditory (A) and visual (V) presentations (Nishimura et al., 2000)
found activations in the visual cortex in both short- and long-term
uCI users. However, in the AV-V contrast there were signiﬁcant
activations in the left auditory and speech related cortex only in the
long-term CI users. This demonstrates the changing role of crossmodal audiovisual integration parallel to auditory recuperation.
At ﬁrst, shortly after implantation, patients rely more on the visual
strategies. With the development of auditory function, audiovisual
integration is becoming stronger (Rouger et al., 2007) where visual
information serves as feedback to reduce the ambiguity of the
auditory information.
Using independent component analysis of PET data (Barone
et al., 2013), we showed that experienced CI patients had greater
activity in the left middle temporal cortex, known for audiovisual
integration, compared with neo-users and controls. Patients at both
time periods after implantation had a task-related component in
the visual cortex. Importantly, the time course of temporal and
visual activity in experienced patients was highly correlated. This
coupling is crucial to adjust cross-modal plasticity, which is
necessary for the recovery of speech comprehension in adult
cochlear implanted deaf patients. We suggested the existence of
synergetic neural facilitation mechanisms so that a better functional level of one modality leads to the better performance of the
other. Such cooperation may be a reﬂection of the multisensory
nature of speech communication. Furthermore, these results reinforce the crucial role of the audiovisual integration strategies that
are strongly enhanced in CI users to compensate for the poor information delivered by the implant (Lee et al., 2005, 2007b). This
complementary role of the visual channel is conﬁrmed by the
tendency for the implantees to activate the visual areas in the
congruent audiovisual condition but not in the incongruent one
(Song et al., 2014).
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Fig. 1. Speech-related reorganisation of brain activity after CI in postlingually deaf patients. Schematic representation of the implication of visual and auditory processing of speech
during deafness and after cochlear implantation. During deafness, voice-speciﬁc temporal areas in STS are colonized by visual modality (face processing) to support the speechrelated visual strategy in deaf patients. After cochlear implantation, compensatory visual activity in these areas is gradually replaced by the normal voice-related activity. In
parallel, there is a progressive restoration of the visuo-audio-motor speech processing loop with the corresponding activity increase in Broca area. The reorganisation of this
network after deafness leads to the improvement in oral comprehension as illustrated in this cheme.

However, there is a crucial difference concerning the role of the
visual cortex between post-lingually and pre-lingually deaf patients (Lee et al., 2005, 2007b). In pre-lingually deaf patients, poor
CI performers present a higher resting state activity in the visual
occipital cortex and fusiform gyrus (Lee et al., 2005). Further, using
a liberal statistical threshold, the same visual areas were negatively
correlated to CI outcomes (Lee et al., 2007b). These results have
been interpreted as the consequence of intra- and cross-modal
reorganizations that occur during deafness. In pre-lingually deaf
patients, the acquisition of speech-reading skills or sign language as
sensory substitution strategies for speech comprehension is linked
to functional reorganization (Bavelier and Neville, 2002) expressed
as activations of the auditory areas by visual linguistic information
(Nishimura et al., 1999; Petitto et al., 2000). Thus, long-term colonization of the auditory areas by visual speech processing in prelingually deaf CI users interferes with auditory treatment (Lee
et al., 2001).
A key element in the consideration of this issue is the role of the
auditory STS (or STG where G stands for gyrus) region. In prelingually deaf CI users (Lee et al., 2007b), a high activity level in
both the visual and STG/STS is associated with a low level of
auditory recovery, leading to a positive correlation between the
activity levels in these two regions. The high visual cortex activity
in pre-lingually deaf CI users may be explained by intra-modal
compensation within the visual system (Sandmann et al., 2012)
and the high STG/STS activity by the cross-modal reorganization of
the auditory system.
On the contrary, in post-lingually deaf adult CI patients, intramodal compensation in the visual area and a weaker level of
cross-modal reorganization of the auditory STG/STS are associated
with a high CI outcome. In consequence, the activity levels in these
two regions are inversely correlated (Fig. 2). We hypothesized that
the order of magnitude of intra- and cross-modal plasticity may
depend on the duration of deafness. It may act directly on the
reversibility of the functional reorganization leading to a clear
distinction between the CI outcomes of pre- and post-lingually deaf
CI patients.

6. Processing of paralinguistic information in CI patients
While cochlear implantation allows most patients to understand speech, CI users usually experience difﬁculties in recognizing paralinguistic information due to degradation of the
acoustic signal after acoustic-to-electric coding. Indeed, generally
patients have difﬁculty in discriminating human voices from
environmental sounds as well as some voice features such as
gender of the talker (Cleary and Pisoni, 2002; Fu et al., 2004, 2005;
Massida et al., 2011; Massida et al., 2013). Coding strategies
developed for speech comprehension may penalize the processing
of paralinguistic cues such as voice gender discrimination in CI
users (Fu et al., 2004, 2005) but another source of this deﬁcit in CI
users could be the dysfunction of the auditory pathway, i.e. a
suboptimal reorganization of cortical regions normally devoted to
sound processing. Neuropsychological studies have revealed speciﬁc cortical regions mostly located in the temporal lobe where the
lesion induces a speciﬁc impairment in voice recognition or phonagnosia (Hailstone et al., 2010; Neuner and Schweinberger, 2000;
Van Lancker and Canter, 1982). Further, brain imaging studies have
conﬁrmed that areas along the upper bank of the middle and
anterior parts of the superior temporal sulcus (STS), are involved
in the processing of voice information (Belin et al., 2002, 2000).
Only few studies have analysed the pattern of brain activity in
response to voice in CI patients. Indeed, a recent brain imaging
study reported a reduction in activation of the voice sensitive
regions in experienced cochlear implanted subjects (Coez et al.,
2008). Of importance, this absence in sensitivity of the temporal
voice areas to human voice stimuli is observed in patients with
low recovery of speech comprehension (Coez et al., 2008). During
voice processing, a comparison of the binaural and the monaural
stimulation condition in bilateral CI users revealed a tendency for
the additional right temporal activation in the binaural condition,
and during sound (voice þ non-voice) processing a tendency for
the activation of the right fronto-parietal cortical network implicated in attention (Coez et al., 2013). The fact that the pattern of
brain activation in bilateral CI patients is closer to norm has been
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Fig. 2. Brain activity and the outcome of CI in postlingually deaf patients. Representation at a liberal statistical threshold of the cortical areas, in which the activity levels at time of
implantation are positively (red) or negatively (blue) correlated to the auditory speech comprehension (Strelnikov et al., 2013). This representation reveals the opposite implication
of a ventral visual network and the STS region. The high CI outcome depends on two neural processes: the initial intra-modal compensation in the visual cortex (on the left) and a
weak level of cross-modal reorganization of the auditory STS (on the right). In consequence, activity levels in these two regions measured shortly after implantation are inversely
correlated. This scheme demonstrates the importance of proper interactions in the audiovisual neural network for the success of CI.

interpreted as a potential beneﬁt in bilateral CI to provide
enhanced spectral cues information that can be used to discriminate human voice from natural environmental sound (Marx et al.,
2014). However, the lack of activation of the STS voice sensitive
areas in unilateral CI patients could reﬂect crossmodal reorganization during deafness: in early CI deaf patients, there is an activation of the right STS during the visual speech reading task
(Rouger et al., 2012). Such colonization of the voice sensitive area
by visual function could be deleterious to the original function
recovery in the auditory STS. This is in agreement with the fact
that the right STS is weakly activated in CI patients presenting a
low level of speech comprehension recovery (Coez et al., 2008) as
these patient rely probably more on visual information to understand spoken language.
As previously mentioned, perception and enjoyment of music
still represent a strong deﬁcit in CI users (Cooper et al., 2008;
Cullington and Zeng, 2011); music processing, which is important for quality of life of the patients, should also be ameliorated.
Instrumental passages are hardly perceived and recognized
because melody and timbre representation rely on complex and
diverse acoustical cues, which are inefﬁciently transmitted
through the implant (Gfeller et al., 2002). When compared with
controls during listening to music and rhythm, CI subjects had a
tendency of greater temporal cortex activation for all conditions
and there were no foci of temporal cortex that showed greater
activity in control subjects under any condition (Limb et al., 2010).
This shows that CI users treat musical signals differently from
controls but more brain imaging studies are needed to understand
what compensatory strategies are used by the brain to decipher
the distorted by the implant acoustic signal in what concerns
music and paralinguistic information. Another important
perspective would be to understand neural mechanisms that link
music and speech processing given the evidence that musical
training can promote the restoration of speech perception in CI
users (Petersen et al., 2009).

7. Conclusions and perspectives
Brain mechanisms of auditory recuperation in CI patients
involve a functional reorganisation of the auditory and linguistic
brain networks and present a different pattern of brain activity
both while acoustic stimulation and at rest. Early after implantation, these networks include brain areas involved in the integrative
processing of the auditory, visual and linguistic information.
Importantly, the existing PET studies of speech perception in CI
patients used only separate words and syllables as stimulation.
However, continuous speech is ecologically more used and it involves a lot of contextual and predictive cues, absent in separate
words and syllables, as well as the particular syntactic and prosodic
properties (Strelnikov, 2008). Thus, studies of continuous speech
processing in CI present a further perspective. Moving towards
ecological communicative situations, PET studies on social interactions and the usage of environmental information for speech
comprehension also present a perspective.
Lastly, using various protocols, recent studies have established a
correlation between a level of brain activity close to the time of
implantation and the auditory performance several weeks/month
later (Lazard et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2007b; Strelnikov et al., 2013).
Such results have an important clinical signiﬁcance. In postlingually deaf adult CI users, high progress of speech recovery is
observed during the ﬁrst year after cochlear implantation, but there
is a large range of variability in the level of CI outcomes and in the
temporal evolution of recovery (Rouger et al., 2007). Once the
obvious pathological grounds are discarded, the causes of such
variability are multiple, including severity, duration, and the age of
onset of the hearing loss (Blamey et al., 2013; Lazard et al., 2012). In
consequence, brain imaging performed at the time of activation of
the cochlear implant offers the possibility of obtaining a predictive
diagnosis with simple resting-state conditions that can be easily
standardized across clinical centers. Though PET brain imaging
presents a small radioactive burden, it offers numerous advantages
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compared to fMRI, among which the possibility to obtain an absolute value of the resting state activity level in CI patients. Still, a
multi-center clinical trial should ﬁrst be performed in order to
establish the regression functions that would precisely estimate the
inter-individual and between-center variability. Once these functions established, they can be used to evaluate the potential of recovery of any single patient. Based on that prediction, a speciﬁc
rehabilitation program can be adapted to the patient in order to
fasten or optimize his speech comprehension recovery.
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